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Abstract—ebXML (Electronic Business using eXtensible
Markup Language) is an e-business standard, sponsored by
UN/CEFACT and OASIS, which enables enterprises to exchange
business messages, conduct trading relationships, communicate
data in common terms and define and register business
processes. While there is tremendous e-business value in the
ebXML, security remains an unsolved problem and one of the
largest barriers to adoption. XML security technologies emerging
recently have extensibility and flexibility suitable for security
implementation such as encryption, digital signature, access
control and authentication.
In this paper, we propose ebXML business transaction models
that allow trading partners to securely exchange XML based
business transactions by employing XML security technologies.
We show how each XML security technology meets the ebXML
standard by constructing the test software and validating messages
between the trading partners.

Keywords—Electronic commerce, e-business standard, ebXML,
XML security, secure business transaction.
I. INTRODUCTION

I

N the last few years, XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
[1] has rapidly become the first choice for defining data
interchange formats in new e-business applications on the
Internet and the basis for e-business framework such as
ebXML, RosettaNet and Web Services [2]. ebXML
(Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language) is
a set of specifications for XML-based global infrastructure
for e-business transactions, being driven by OASIS (the
Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards) and UN/CEFACT (the United
Nations' Center for Trade Facilitation and E-business),
which enables enterprises of any size and in any
geographical location to exchange business messages,
conduct trading relationships, communicate data in common
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terms and define and register business processes
[3,8,9]. Nowadays, ebXML is regarded as an e-business
Web Service, where Web Services are a standard proposed
by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). In Web services,
great interoperability and extensibility are offered thanks to
the use of XML, and each Web Service can be combined in a
loosely coupled way in order to achieve complex operations
[9]. Components providing simple services can interact with
each other in order to achieve business goals.
While there is tremendous e-business value in the ebXML,
security remains an unsolved problem and one of the largest
barriers to adoption. To ensure trust between business
entities, a model for security is needed. The ebXML
security challenge [3, 4, 8, 9] is to understand and assess the
risk involved in securing this new web framework based on
our existing security technology, and at the same time track
emerging standards and understand how they will be used to
resolve the risks that must be mitigated or reduced to an
acceptable level in order for the entity to perform business
functions. List of key risks for ebXML is identified as
follows [4].
y Unauthorized transactions and fraud – businesses
might be more at risk because of the increased
automation of transactions that could allow
unauthorized access or fraud to be perpetrated.
y Loss of confidentiality – transactions or specific entity
knowledge may be carelessly or deliberately opened on
the network
y Error detection (application, network/transport,
platform) – application errors can result in the
transmission of incorrect trading information.
y Potential loss of management and audit – There is the
potential for the loss of data if appropriate management
and auditing are not implemented.
y Potential legal liability - Without the legislation for the
legality of electronic transactions, the presentation and
admissibility of electronic evidence is still immature
and inconsistent between jurisdictions.
There are well-known conventional security technologies
that can be used by ebXML implementers to resolve the risks.
Existing technologies such as user-id and password, PKI
(Public Key Infrastructure) [21] and token can provide user
identification and authentication to solve the unauthorized
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transactions and fraud problems in electronic business
systems. For the loss of confidentiality problem, SSL
(Secure Socket Layer) [6] and S/MIME (Secure
Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions) [7] are used to
provide confidentiality and authentication of endpoints.
Typical tools such as anti-virus software and intrusion
detection software can be used to resolve error detection
problems and PKI can be exploited to resolve potential loss
of management and audit problems. The potential legal
liability problem is resolved by policies and procedures
including audits and controls.
XML security technologies emerging recently have
extensibility and flexibility suitable for ebXML security
implementation such as encryption, digital signature, access
control and authentication. XML digital signatures [11] and
SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) [14] can be
exploited to solve the unauthorized transactions and fraud
problems in electronic business systems. XML digital
signatures are used in ebXML to provide data integrity on
messages, existing authentication and authorization schemes
as well as non-repudiation between entities. SAML is
recommended to provide identification, authentication and
authorization and often used with XACML (eXtensible
Access Control Markup Language) to allow or deny access
to an XML resource. XML Encryption [10] is recommended
to solve the loss of confidentiality problem. Also XKMS
(XML Key Management Specification) [13] is
recommended for key management as a substitute for PKI.
In this paper, we propose secure business Web Service
models based on ebXML that allow trading partners to
securely exchange XML based business transactions by
employing XML security technologies. We have also
developed the test software, which shows how each XML
security technology meets the ebXML standard by checking
messages between the modules.
This paper is composed of six sections. Section II includes
overview of ebXML, XML security standards and single
sign-on scheme. In section III, two ebXML business
transaction models are proposed to securely exchange XML
based business transactions among trading partners by
employing XML security technologies. Section IV includes
the design and implementation of the test software to
validate messages between trading partners and section V
includes the assay of the messages. Finally we conclude in
section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
XML Security technologies are recommended by the
ebXML security team to be used in ebXML implementation
[3]. Currently there are many XML security standards. We
will briefly summarize the ebXML standard and related
XML security standards. Especially, single sign-on feature
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using one of the XML security standards, SAML, is
elucidated to assist the concept in the business transaction
models.
A. Overview of ebXML
ebXML is a modular suite of specifications for the
XML-based global infrastructure for e-business transactions,
that enables enterprises of any size and in any geographical
location to conduct business over the Internet. ebXML aims
to provide a standard method to exchange business messages,
conduct trading relationships, communicate data in common
terms and define and register business processes. The direct
sponsors of ebXML are OASIS (Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards) and
UN/CEFACT (United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation
and Electronic Business) [3, 9]. The vision of ebXML is to
create a single set of agreed upon technical specifications
that consist of common XML semantics and related
document structures to facilitate global trade.
The technical infrastructure of ebXML is composed of the
following major elements:
y Messaging
Service:
The
actual
information
communicated as part of a business transaction. A
message will contain multiple layers. On the outside
layer, an actual communication protocol must be used
(such as HTTP or SMTP). SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) is an ebXML recommendation as an
envelope for a message "payload." Other layers may
deal with encryption or authentication.
y Registry: The registry is a database of items that support
doing business electronically. How applications interact
with the registry (registry service interfaces) and the
minimum information model (the types of information
that are stored about registry items) that the registry
must support is specified. Examples of items in the
registry might be XML schemas of business documents,
definitions of library components for business process
modeling, and trading partner agreements.
y Trading Partner Information: It consists of two
specifications: CPP (Collaboration Protocol Profile)
and CPA (Collaboration Protocol Agreement) [18]. The
CPP provides the definition (DTD and W3C XML
schema) of an XML document that specifies the details
of how an organization is able to conduct business
electronically. It specifies items such as how to locate,
contact, and other various information about the
organization, including but not limited to the types of
networks and file transport protocols it uses, network
addresses, security implementations, and how it does
business. The CPA specifies the details of how two
organizations have agreed to conduct business
electronically through combining the CPPs of the two
organizations. A CPA can be used by a software
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application to configure the technical details of
conducting business electronically with another
organization. The CPA/CPP specification discusses the
general tasks and issues in creating a CPA from two
CPPs. However, it doesn't specify an actual algorithm
for doing it.
y Business Process Specification Schema (BPSS): The
Specification Schema provides the definition (in the
form of a DTD and W3C XML schema) of an XML
document that describes how an organization conducts
its business. While the CPA/CPP deals with the
technical aspects of how to conduct business
electronically, it deals with the actual business process.
It identifies such things as the overall business process,
the roles, transactions, identification of the business
documents used, document flow, legal aspects, security
aspects, business level acknowledgments, and status. It
is used to configure the business details of conducting
business electronically with another organization.
y Core Components: A set of standard "parts" that may be
used in larger ebXML elements. For example, core
processes may be referenced by business processes.
The core components are contributed by the ebXML
initiative itself, while larger elements may be
contributed by specific industries or businesses.
Currently, development of the ebXML specifications is an
on-going effort sponsored by OASIS and UN/CEFACT.
Technical committees for the ebXML Registry, Messaging,
Collaborative Partner, and Implementation are hosted by
OASIS, and Business Process and Core Component work
continues at UN/CEFACT.
The ebXML infrastructure is modular and with few
exceptions these infrastructure components may be used
somewhat independently. An illustration based on the
ebXML technical architecture specification [3], as shown in
Fig. 1, explains a high-level use case scenario for two
trading partners. Company A will first review the contents of
an ebXML Registry, especially the registered business
processes that may be downloaded or viewed. Based on a
review of the information available from an ebXML
Registry, Company A can build or buy an ebXML
implementation suitable for its anticipated ebXML
transactions. The next step is for Company A to create and
register a CPP with the registry. Company A might wish to
contribute new business processes to the registry, or simply
reference available ones. The CPP will contain the
information necessary for a potential partner to determine
the business roles in which Company A is interested, and the
type of protocols it is willing to engage in for these roles.
Once Company A is registered, Company B can look at
company A's CPP to determine that it is compatible with
Company B's CPP and requirements. At that point, Company
B should be able to negotiate a CPA automatically with
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Company A, based on the conformance of the CPPs, plus
agreement protocols, given as ebXML standards or
recommendations. Finally, the two companies begin actual
transactions.

Fig. 1 Overview of ebXML interaction between two companies [3]

B. XML Security Standards
When a standard is deployed as openly as XML,
businesses are bound to have security concerns. This section
introduces and explains five proposed XML standards that
deal with security issues.
1) XML Signature

Fig. 2 Syntax of XML digital signature

XML signature XML signatures are used to ensure that the
content within an XML document hasn’t changed [11, 12,
19]. When a document is received, the client system
performs an XML signature decryption transformation,
which distinguishes between content that was encrypted
prior to signing and content encrypted after signing.
Anything encrypted after signing is decrypted, and data
integrity is verified by comparing the result to the signature
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included in the XML document. The syntax of XML
signature is shown in Fig. 2.
2) XML Encryption
Besides being able to use standard methods of encryption
when transmitting XML documents, the W3C and IETF
estabilished a standard for encrypting the XML data and tags
within a document [10]. This would let you encrypt portions
of a document, with the idea that only sensitive information
needs to be protected. Encrypting portions of a document
with different keys would allow you to distribute the same
XML document to various recipients, but the recipients
would only be able to decrypt the parts relevant to them.

access is granted, an SAML authorization decision assertion
is returned, which is then processed accordingly.
C. Single Sign-On
The basic idea of single sign-on (SSO) is to shift the
complexity of the security architecture to the SSO service and
release other parts of the system from certain security
obligations. The SSO service acts as the wrapper around the
existing security infrastructure that exports various security
features like authentication and authorization [23]. To support
single sign-on, the system collects all the identification and user
credential information from the user as a part of the primary
sign-on. This information is used by SSO Services within the
primary domain to support the authentication of the user to each
of the secondary domains with which the user may interact.
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3) XKMS (XML Key Management Specification)
The XKMS protocol [13, 21] is a standard maintained by
the W3C. It defines a way to distribute and register the
public keys used by the XML-SIG specification. XKMS is
made up of two parts: the XML Key Registration Service
Specification (X-KRSS) and the XML Key Information
Service Specification (X-KISS). X-KRSS is used to register
public keys, and X-KISS is used to resolve the keys provided
in an XML signature.
4) SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language)
SAML [14, 20], managed by OASIS, is the counterpart to
XACML that handles the actual exchange of authentication
and authorization requests and responses. An SAML request
is sent, via SOAP over HTTP, to a system with the
appropriate means for processing the request. An SAML
request contains information such as authentication
username and password, or other details about the individual
making the request. This information is then delivered to an
application designed to process it with the intended goal of
using XACML to allow or deny access to an XML resource.
SAML uses an assertion schema maintained by OASIS.
Three general kinds of assertion statements can be used:
authentication, authorization decision, and attribute. These
three statements are used at various times in an application
to determine who the requestor is, what they are requesting,
and whether or not their request has been granted.

Fig. 3 Single sign-on to multiple services

For an approach for SSO implementation, token-based
protocols such as cookies or SAML are used [24]. SAML has
advantage over the cookie approach for SSO solutions since it
is a standard suitable for facilitating site access among trusted
security domains after single authentication. Artifacts, which
have a role of tokens, are created within a security domain and
sent to other security domains for user authentication. Since the
artifacts sent to the other domains are returned to the original
security domain and removed after user authentication, this
resolves the problems of session keys being revealed and stolen
tokens in the browser. In addition, artifact destination control is
fully achieved since artifact identification is attached to the
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and redirects the message
sent to the destination [14].

5) XACML (XML Access Control Markup Language)
XACML [15, 16, 17, 20] is a specification from OASIS.
It’s used in conjunction with SAML and it provides a means
for standardizing access control decisions for XML
documents. XACML is used to define whether to permit
requested access to a resource, whether it’s an entire
document, multiple documents, or a partial document.
XACML receives a SAML request to determine if access
should be granted to a resource based on rule sets, or policies,
that are defined by the provider. Once the policy is evaluated
and returns a true or false value to indicate whether or not
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III. XML BUSINESS TRANSACTION MODELS
We propose two ebXML transaction models for business
scenarios ensuring the trust relationship within the real
trading partners. The first scenario performs a user
authentication and updates the CPP in the repository. The
second scenario performs business transactions within the
trading partners. In these scenarios, each XML security is
constructed as a Web Service, which follows the Web
Services standards proposed by the W3C (Word Wide Web
Consortium) and OASIS [10,11,13,14,15].
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1) Scenario 1: Update of CPP
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In Scenario 1, an ebXML client performs an update for its
own CPP in the ebXML registry, where applying security
modules to implement business processes satisfies security
requirements. In this scenario, a business partner already
been authenticated can do 1-to-N businesses (from one
partner to multiple partners) as well as 1-to-1 business (from
one partner to one partner), because he can search and access
to various CPPs registered in the ebXML registry. To offer
more flexible access to multiple business partners,
distributed registries need to be integrated, but it causes the
problems of user authentication and security vulnerability.
By applying single sign-on scheme, we can simplify user
authentication and overcome the problems.

Fig. 4 Sequence Diagram – Scenario 1

The premises for Scenario 1 are as follows:
y User registration of Company A is completed in the
registry, SAML and the XKMS Web Services.
y Company A and B and registries have trust
relationships with SAML and XKMS Web Services.
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y XKMS Web Service has a root role in the CA
(Certificate Authority).
y Each CPP of Company A and B is updated when
modification is necessary.
y User based policy documents in XACML format are
implemented in each registry.
y Messaging between business entities is based on
HTTP-SOAP protocol and XML Signatures and
XML Encryptions are applied for secure messaging.
The procedure for Scenario 1 is presented in the form of a
sequence diagram in Fig. 4, where each box in the diagram
denotes a Web Service or an application program. Each step
denoted by an arrow and number in the diagram is explained
as follows:
(1) Generation of login information: A Client logs into the
local ebXML intranet system through authentication using
user-id and password. An SAML assertion request is
generated from this authentication information.
(2) Authentication request: Generated SAML assertion is
transferred to the SAML Web Service to get an access to
registry.
(3) Request of key verification information for digital
signature: The SAML Web Service requests the client’s
public key information to XKMS Web Service to verify the
received message.
(4) Extraction of key information: XKMS Web Service
extracts public key information.
(5) Response of key verification information: Extracted
client’s public key information is transferred to the SAML
Web Service using response protocol.
(6) Message authentication and generation of assertion
and artifact: Authentication on the message is performed
using the public key information, and then authentication
assertion, attribute assertions, and artifact are generated.
(7) Response of authentication assertion, attribute
assertion and artifact: Generated assertions and artifact
are transferred to the client using response protocol.
(8) Generation of CPP update requests: Received assertions
and CPPs to be updated, and update requests are assembled
in the message in the SOAP format.
(9) Access to Registry A: An artifact generated by SAML
Authority is transferred to Registry A.
(10) Req. of ebXML Client’s authentication information:
To request ebXML Client’s authentication information,
ebXML Registry of Registry A sends the artifact, which is
received from ebXML Client, to ebXML Client.
(11) Check the integrity of returned artifact: ebXML Client
verifies the integrity of returned artifact from ebXML
Registry of Registry A..
(12) Transfer of CPP updated requests and assertions: A
generated message is transferred to the registry A.
(13) Message analysis: The registry A analyzes the received
message and perceives the requests. The update of CPP is
possible when the user of the client has a role of
“ContentOwner”. To check the role, the positive response
from the XACML Web Service is required.
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(14) Transfer of attribute assertion: Attribute assertion of the
client is transferred to the XACML Web Service.
(15) Response of result assertion: Authorization decision
assertions are generated and transferred to the registry A, if
the attribute assertion meets the XACML policy for
documents.
(16) Analysis of result assertion: The registry analyzes the
response from the XACML Web Service, and proceeds to
the CPP update in case it receives authorization decision
assertion. Otherwise, it cannot update CPP.
(17) CPP update: CPP is updated following the updated
request.
(18) Transfer of success/failure of CPP update: Message on
success/failure of CPP update is transferred to the client.
From (19) to (29) is the same to from (9) to (18).
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2) Scenario 2: Exchange of Business Transactions
In Scenario 2, two ebXML client exchange business
transactions, where security requirements are satisfied by
applying security modules to implement business processes.
The premises for Scenario 2 are as follows:
y Company A and B have already exchanged CPA
documents and agreed to use XML security
technologies.
y Company A and B have a trust relationship with
XKMS Web Service.
y XKMS Web Service has a root role in the CA
(Certificate Authority).
y Messaging between business entities is based on
HTTP-SOAP protocol and XML Signatures and
XML Encryption are applied for secure messaging.

(2) Transfer of transaction document: The transaction
document is transferred from Client 1 to Client 2.
(3) Request of key verification information for digital
signature: Client 2 requests Client 1’s public key
information to XKMS Web Service to verify the received
message.
(4) Response of key verification information: The extracted
client’s public key information is transferred to Client 2
using response protocol.
(5) Message Authentication and transaction processing:
Authentication on the transaction message is performed
using Client 1’s public key information and the transaction
is processed.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TEST SOFTWARE
We designed and implemented a test software, which
focuses on security for registry/repository and messaging,
and then targets system performance for the two business
scenarios mentioned in the previous section under a secure
and reliable environment. The architecture for the test
software is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Architecture of the ebXML test software

Fig. 5 Sequence Diagram – Scenario 2

XML Signature and XML Encryption are applied to the
business transactions in the MSH (Message Service
Handler) of ebXML client applications, registry, XKMS and
SAML Web Services. Major security modules are shown in
Fig. 7.

The procedures for Scenario 2 are presented in the form of a
sequence diagram in Fig. 5, where each box in the diagram
denotes a Web Service or an application program. An arrow
denotes each step and number in the diagram and is explained
as follows:
(1) Message generation after CPA analysis: Each client
completes the generation of CPA for a business transaction,
and Client 1 creates a transaction document.
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Fig. 7 Major Security Modules in the Test Software
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V. TEST RESULTS

Service extracts a public key from <ds:KeyInfo> within this
message and transfers this key value to the XKMS Web
Service. The requested message including this key value is
shown in Fig. 9.
The response message from the XKMS Web Service is
shown in Fig. 10. This response message was included in the
body of SOAP message. Also XML signatures and XML
encryptions were applied to this SOAP message body.
The SAML Web Service performed message
authentication using the key validation results. Attribute and
authentication assertions in the response message are shown
in Fig. 11. In this figure, “ContentOwner” as a value of the
<AttributeValue> element has a role in the ebXML registry.

By analyzing the messages in each step from Figs. 4 and 5
two scenarios tested. In Scenario 1, the assertion message
generated in the ebXML client is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 XKMS Validate Service Response

Fig. 8 Request of Attribute Assertion

Fig. 9 XKMS Validate Service Request

And then, this attribute assertion message was included in
the body of a SOAP message and was sent to the SAML Web
Service, where the XML signature and XML encryption was
applied to this SOAP message body. To verify digital
signature in the received SOAP message, the SAML Web

International Scholarly and Scientific Research & Innovation 2(10) 2008

Fig. 11 Response of Attribute and Authentication Assertion

The MSH of the registry analyzes the request of ebXML
clients after validating and decrypting the received message.
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If the message is a CPP updated message, the MSH defines
the user authorization to decide if the user is an appropriate
user for the update by checking XACML policy documents.
If he is an appropriate user, the authorization decision
assertion is issued from a XACML Web Service and the CPP
is updated. The resulting message is sent to the ebXML
Client.
For Scenario 2, similar messages are generated according
to the steps described in Fig. 4.
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